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● Our research shows that despite claiming it strives for carbon neutrality by 2050, Nippon Steel 
Corporation’s (NSC) climate strategy falls well short of aligning with the Paris Agreement.

● Since January 2023, institutional investors alongside ACCR and Corporate Action Japan (CAJ) have been 
engaging with Nippon Steel on improving its decarbonisation commitments, climate strategy, and 
climate-related lobbying disclosures - focusing on the opportunity to increase long-term shareholder value 
and accelerate the company’s transition towards decarbonisation.

● Following extensive engagement with the company three shareholder proposals have been filed for 
consideration at the 2024 Annual General Meeting (AGM): Proposals 1 & 2 co-filed by ACCR and CAJ; 
Proposal 3 co-filed by ACCR and Legal & General Investment Management (LGIM).

This presentation outlines the strong case for the shareholder proposals on:
1. Aligning emissions reduction targets with the goals of the Paris Agreement & disclosing planned capex for 

decarbonisation investments
2. Linking remuneration to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction targets
3. Improving climate-related lobbying disclosures

Executive Summary
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Nippon Steel Corporation:

● is the 4th largest steelmaker in the world and Japan’s 

largest steelmaker

● dominates the Japanese market, producing 43% of 

Japan’s crude steel1

● operates in 15 countries.

Owned capacity by material2

Steel 66 Mtpa (cons.)

Coking coal 25 Mtpa (ncons.)

Iron ore 50 Mtpa (ncons.)

In 2021, NSC’s operational emissions (scope 1 and 2) 
footprint was equivalent to 8.4% of Japan’s emissions.

1: NSC 2023 Integrated Report, p. 51 
2: NSC 2023 Integrated Report, p. 13

Nippon Steel Corporation is a globally significant steelmaker (and miner)

https://www.nipponsteel.com/en/ir/library/pdf/nsc_en_ir_2023_a3.pdf
https://www.nipponsteel.com/en/ir/library/pdf/nsc_en_ir_2023_a3.pdf


Overview of NSC climate 
strategy

Our research shows that despite claiming it strives for carbon neutrality by 
2050, NSC’s decarbonisation strategy falls well short of aligning with the 
Paris Agreement



● NSC’s decarbonisation strategy does not currently drive its emissions reductions – the majority of 
reductions since 2013 are the result of decreased production

● 2030 emissions reduction targets are not Paris-aligned and exclude Scope 3 emissions. Targets also only 
cover domestic operations, therefore excluding 30% of NSC’s total steelmaking capacity

● Emissions reduction targets fall short of Japan’s Industry emissions target and Nationally Determined 
Contributions (NDC)

● NSC invests heavily in technologies with limited potential for decarbonisation, focusing on coal-dependent 
technologies without transparency regarding their effectiveness or cost-efficiency. It has significant 
reliance on CCUS for emissions cuts

● The company lack clear and ambitious strategies for renewable energy use and green steel production. 

● NSC does not link its executive compensation to climate performance, reducing accountability and 
motivation for achieving climate goals.

NSC’s climate transition plan falls significantly short of aligning with the goals of 
the Paris Agreement 
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Shareholder engagement 



January 2023: Co-engagement group including Man Group, Storebrand Asset Management, Corporate Action Japan (CAJ) 
and ACCR begin engaging with Nippon Steel Corporation (NSC) on its decarbonisation commitments and climate 
strategy. This engagement was initiated due to NSC’s potential to be a leader in decarbonisation as a significant steel 
producer and carbon emitter, presenting an opportunity to increase long-term shareholder value and accelerate the 
transition towards decarbonisation. 

May 2023: After several months of engagement, NSC publicly commits to transitioning from blast furnace to electric arc 
furnace steelmaking at its Kyushu and Setouchi Works, marking a significant step towards reducing emissions. NSC 
further announces plans to temporarily prolong the life of blast furnaces only where necessary due to economic, 
maintenance, or safety reasons. 

September 2023 - February 2024: ACCR continues to engage with NSC.

January - May 2024: Expanded co-engagement group including LGIM, Nordea, Storebrand, Amundi, CAJ and ACCR 
continues engaging with NSC on improving its climate strategy. Following multiple meetings with the company, and with 
insufficient outcomes, three shareholder proposals were filed. 

Timeline of engagement
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1. Under Japanese corporate law, the sole legal pathway for a shareholder proposal on 
climate change is via an amendment to a company’s articles of incorporation.

2. Unless a shareholder climate proposal is filed in the form of an amendment to the 
company’s articles of incorporation, it is highly likely that it would be rejected by the 
board as impermissible under the Japanese Companies Act.

3. Shareholder proposals in the form of amendments to articles of incorporation of 
Japanese companies are relatively common in both Japan and in other jurisdictions.

4. The legal effect of such shareholder proposals is the same as the “special 
resolutions” on climate change filed and passed at UK companies including 
Barclays, BP, Royal Dutch Shell, Rio Tinto and Anglo American, which take binding 
effect as part of the companies’ constitutions.
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1. Enhancing climate targets and disclosures
● Co-filers: Corporate Action Japan, ACCR; Co-engagers: Amundi, Nordea Asset Management and Storebrand 

Asset Management
● We request that NSC set and disclose Paris-aligned short- and medium-term GHG reduction targets for Scope 1, 

2, and 3 emissions, including detailed transition plans and annual progress reports to improve transparency and 
avoid risks of capital misallocation and stranded assets. 

2. Linking executive compensation to GHG emissions reduction targets
● Co-filers: Corporate Action Japan, ACCR; Co-engagers: Amundi, Nordea Asset Management and Storebrand 

Asset Management
● We request NSC to link executive remuneration to GHG emissions and reduction targets, ensuring that 

compensation aligns with climate strategies, motivating leadership, and protecting long-term shareholder value. 

3. Enhancing climate lobbying disclosures
● Co-filers: LGIM, ACCR; Co-engagers: Amundi, Nordea Asset Management and Storebrand Asset Management
● We request NSC to annually disclose its climate-related policy positions and lobbying activities, ensuring 

alignment with its carbon neutrality goal by 2050, enhancing transparency, and meeting global investor 
expectations

Proposals and co-filers
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Nippon Steel performs poorly on CA100+ Assessment; Shareholder resolutions 
aim to improve performance  

● Proposal One aims to lift NSC’s performance against 

criteria 3 to 6

● Proposal Two aims to lift its performance against 

criteria 8

● Proposal Three aims to lift its performance against 

criteria 7 and 8

Source: CA100+ Assessment of Nippon Steel

https://www.climateaction100.org/company/nippon-steel-corporation/#skeletabsPanel1


Proposal One

Paris-aligned targets and enhanced disclosures are crucial to 
protecting the long-term value of the company for investors. 



Shareholder Proposal 1: Enhanced climate targets and disclosures 
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We ask that Nippon Steel Corporation enhances its climate targets and disclosures by:

● setting and disclosing short- and medium-term GHG emissions reductions targets aligned to the 

goals of the Paris Agreement for scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions 

● preparing and disclosing transition plans that include planned capital allocation for 

decarbonisation investment over the forward 3 years, along with the estimated emissions 

reduction impact of each investment, to achieve the company’s short and medium-term GHG 

emissions reductions targets

● annual reporting on its progress against these targets and transition plans.



Paris-aligned targets and enhanced disclosures are crucial to protect NSC’s 
long-term value 
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NSC requires enhanced climate targets because its:

● 2030 target is not aligned with Paris Agreement, does not meet necessary emissions reductions

● climate targets exclude Scope 3 emissions

● 30% of its steelmaking capacity is not covered by its current targets.

NSC require enhanced disclosures on its decarbonisation spend because the company has: 

● not disclosed its capital allocation towards decarbonisation in any of its projects 

● spent years developing and investing in technologies that perpetuate coal reliance without transparency on 

their effectiveness or cost-efficiency.

We believe NSC’s unambitious and indecisive approach risks capital misallocation and stranded assets. However, 

there is still significant opportunity for NSC to become a leader in steel decarbonisation, though that window is 

rapidly closing.



Snapshot: NSC has one of the largest emissions footprints in the steel industry
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NSC produced 103.3Mt CO2e in FY2022

Chart: ACCR, Data: Company disclosures
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Chart: ACCR; emissions intensity data: Transition Asia (non 
consolidated); Global average: World Steel Association 2022Chart: ACCR, Data: NSC disclosures

Emissions -27% since 2013
Production -29% since 2013

NSC’s decarbonisation strategy does not currently drive its emissions reductions 
– The majority of reductions since 2013 are the result of decreased production

https://transitionasia.org/2023-sustainability-report-updates/


NSC’s 2030 emissions reduction targets fall short of Japan’s Industry emissions 
target and Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC)  

It is unclear what type and percentage 
(%) of emissions reductions offsets 
will contribute to NSC’s strategy. 

NSC’s current climate targets NSC’s 2030 target vs Japan’s industry and overall 
2030 target 

Chart: ACCR, Data: NSC disclosure, Japan’s Nationally Determined Contribution

Chart: NSC 2023 Integrated Report, p. 31

https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/NDC/2022-06/JAPAN_FIRST%20NDC%20%28UPDATED%20SUBMISSION%29.pdf
https://www.nipponsteel.com/en/ir/library/pdf/nsc_en_ir_2023_a3.pdf


Japan’s Climate Targets are not aligned with a 1.5°C pathway, and heading for 
3°C world

Source: Climate Action Tracker, Japan, updated 30 Nov 2023
LULUCF: Land use, land-use change and forestry 

Japan aims to achieve a 46% (50% as aspirational target & 42% excluding LULUCF) GHG emissions reduction by 
2030 below 2013 levels.  

The Climate Action Tracker rates this target as “insufficient” when compared to required domestic efforts, and 
“insufficient” when compared to Japan’s fair share. 

Japan’s policies, actions and targets are heading towards a 3°C world  

Figure: Climate Action Tracker’s evaluation of Japan’s climate targets, policies and actions 



NSC’s 2030 emissions reduction targets are not Paris-aligned based on IEA NZE 
scenario for steelmaking
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Charts: ACCR, Data: NSC disclosures, WEO 2023

NSC’s 2030 emissions reduction target compared to 
an IEA NZE 23 steelmaking pathway

NSC’s emissions reduction trajectory compared to an 
IEA NZE 23 pathway



● NSC’s 2030 target and carbon neutral roadmap 
cover domestic operations only and exclude 
Scope 3 emissions.

● All of NSC’s capacity growth is planned outside of 
Japan.

● Acquisition of U.S. Steel will increase production 
capacity by 20 Mtpa

● If NSC achieves goal of 100Mt production 
capacity, it’s targets will cover less than 50% of 
steelmaking capacity.

NSC’s current targets exclude 30% of its steelmaking capacity, and potentially 
over 50% if strategic growth goals are met 

Geographic 
scope

2022 
capacity

After U.S. Steel 
acquisition

Strategic 
goal

Domestic 6 Works
13 Areas 47 Mtpa 47 Mtpa >40 Mtpa*

Overseas 15 Countries
51 Companies 19 Mtpa 39 Mtpa >60 Mtpa

Total - 66 Mtpa 86 Mtpa >100 Mtpa

Table: NSC current steelmaking capacity and expansion plans

Not covered by climate targets

*Figure unclear as NSC has not disclosed. ACCR assumes it will be ~40 Mtpa. 
Source: NSC, ‘Acquisition of U.S. Steel’, 18 Dec 2023, p. 21

https://www.nipponsteel.com/common/secure/en/ir/library/pdf/20231218_200.pdf


NSC’s lack of detailed disclosure on decarbonisation investments and capital 
allocation hinders transparency and accountability

● NSC estimate the investments needed for decarbonisation are:

○ 4-5 trillion yen (USD 25.5bn) in CAPEX for practical implementation of decarbonisation strategy

○ 500 billion yen (USD 3.2 bn) in the short-term for decarbonisation R&D.

● NSC has received 450 billion yen (USD 2.9 billion) from Japan’s Green Innovation fund, with 53% (almost USD 1.6bn) of 
this being put towards developing Super COURSE50. 

● According to ACCR’s research, NSC has not disclosed the Company’s spend on any decarbonisation projects.

Source: NSC 2023 Sustainability Report,  p. 27 Source: NSC FY 2023 Earnings Summary,  p. 44

Support NSC has received from Green Innovation Fund

Technology Green potential Funding received 
(billion yen)

% of total 
funding

COURSE50 Limited 43.6 9.7%

Super COURSE50 Limited Low 
Carbon 238.6 53.0%

H2-DRI Green 114.1 25.4%

Large-scale EAFs Green 30.6 6.8%
Electric melting 
furnace Green 23.0 5.1%

https://www.nipponsteel.com/en/csr/report/pdf/report2023en.pdf
https://www.nipponsteel.com/en/ir/library/pdf/20240509_500.pdf


Bloomberg New Energy Finance suggests that technologies involving blast 
furnaces will end up more expensive than fossil-free alternatives
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NSC’s COURSE50 technology is forecast to be 
more expensive than fossil-free alternatives. 

According to BloombergNEF:

● BF technologies with CCUS and offsets 
will be among the most expensive 
carbon neutral steel production options 
in 2050

● fossil-free H2-DRI-EAF powered by 
renewables will be the cheapest option 
in 2050.

DAC



NSC’s Mass Balance brand, NSCarbolexTM Neutral, has a limited impact on the 
Company’s emissions. Promoting it as “green” steel poses legal and regulatory risks 

Promoting mass balance steel as “green” steel poses Legal and 
regulatory risks: Recent disclosures from the company have touted 
NSCarbolexTM Neutral as “green” steel with mass balance approach. The 
POSCO legal proceedings brought by Solutions For Our Climate highlight 
potential greenwashing risks associated with the mass balance 
approach, raising concerns about misleading claims and compliance 
with environmental regulations.

NSC’s mass balance brand NSCarbolexTM Neutral does not disclose:

● what premium is being charged for these products
● whether it is spending revenue from these products on furthering 

decarbonisation efforts, as is best practice.

What is Mass Balance?

It is a calculation-based approach where emissions 
are reduced for certain products by allocating these 
emissions reductions. E.g., if emissions are 
reduced by 10%, then 10% of all steel products can 
be marketed as “low carbon” and sold with a green 
premium. 

Mass balance should only:
● be a transition measure towards fossil-free 

green steel, with clear and transparent 
disclosures 

● be used temporarily, with revenues generated 
from green premiums transparently 
reinvested in solutions that will produce 
fossil-free green steel.

1: Based on emissions reductions cited in the NSCarbolex Independent Assurance Statement, which cites 47,145 tCO2e 
as the emissions saved over 6 months.

ACCR estimates that NSCarbolexTM Neutral  has reduced the 
Company’s annual emissions by approximately 0.13%1

https://www.nipponsteel.com/en/news/20240425_200.html
https://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/tech/2024/05/129_365332.html
https://www.accr.org.au/downloads/accr_investorhandbook_steelengagment.pdf
https://www.nipponsteel.com/product/nscarbolex/neutral/assurance_statement_en.pdf


Proposal Two

Long-term institutional investors consider directly linking executive 
remuneration and the achievement of NSC’s GHG emissions reduction 
targets to be in the company’s interests.



Shareholder Proposal 2: Linking executive compensation to GHG emissions 
reduction targets 
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● We ask that NSC set and disclose details in its annual reporting on how its compensation 

system incentivises and rewards progress towards achieving the Company’s GHG emissions 

reduction targets.

● Long-term institutional investors in NSC consider the direct linkage of remuneration to the 

achievement of GHG emissions reduction targets an important mechanism to incentivise 

executive performance towards NSC’s strategy and goals, protecting corporate value.



Linking executive compensation to Paris-aligned targets drives decarbonisation 
efforts, ensures strategic implementation, and safeguards shareholder value 
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By linking executive remuneration to the achievement of Paris-aligned emissions reduction targets, NSC can:

● motivate its leaders to take climate action by tying executive pay to the achievement of GHG reduction goals

● keep pace with peers who are already linking executive remuneration to climate goals

● align compensation with investors’ long-term expectations, protecting corporate value 

Of note: 

● NSC intends to propose a revision of the amount of compensation for Directors in Items 4 and 5 at the AGM, 

stating: "If each of these proposals is approved, the Company will continue to properly address its 

management issues, including the challenge of achieving carbon neutrality under the new compensation 

levels and system.”



What gets measured, gets managed: NSC’s current remuneration structure does 
not incentivise decarbonisation

Source: CA100+ Assessment of Nippon Steel

Decarbonisation targets and climate change are not 
currently factored into the assessment of NSC’s 
executive performance. 

This is concerning because:

● it misses a critical lever for aligning leadership 
actions with decarbonisation objectives

● the lack of recognition and response to climate 
change poses a material risk to the company’s 
long-term value

● it suggests NSC views climate change as a 
matter of regulatory compliance rather than a 
business risk or opportunity.

https://www.climateaction100.org/company/nippon-steel-corporation/#skeletabsPanel1


NSC’s peers are already linking executive remuneration to climate goals and 
taking stronger steps in the right direction 

 JFE Steel
● 2022: Following engagement with Man Group, 

Storebrand and ACCR, JFE Steel committed to:

○ linking remuneration incentives to its 
emissions reduction targets

○ annual consideration of its 2030 emissions 
target, with regard to exceeding it

○ annual conversations with shareholders 
about the alignment of its technology 
investments with its reduction targets.

KobelCo 
● 2024: After engaging with an investor group 

including CAJ, LGIM, Man Group and ACCR, 
KobelCo commits to introducing ESG metrics, 
including a climate change score, as part of its 
remuneration incentives for executive 
performance.
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Shareholder Proposal 2: Linking executive compensation to GHG emissions 
reduction targets 
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We ask that NSC set and disclose details in its annual reporting on how its compensation system incentives and rewards progress towards 

achieving the Company’s GHG emissions reduction targets:

1. Incentivising climate targets 

a. Linking remuneration to GHG targets: ensuring that executive compensation is directly tied to the achievement of the 

Company’s GHG emissions reduction targets 

b. Encourages executive performance: using compensation as a tool to motivate executives to meet climate goals and 

implement decarbonisation strategy 

2. Alignment with investor interests

a. Investor expectations: Institutional investors consider a direct linkage between remuneration and GHG target achievement to 

be crucial for protecting corporate value 

Long-term institutional investors in the Company consider a direct linkage between remuneration and achievement of the Company’s GHG 

emissions reduction targets, to be in the Company’s interests, as an important mechanism to incentivise executive performance towards 

achievement of the Company’s strategy and goals and protect corporate value.



Proposal Three

Aligning NSC’s climate-related lobbying activities with its goal of carbon 
neutrality by 2050 supports long-term value creation.



Shareholder Proposal 3: Enhanced climate lobbying disclosures
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We ask that NSC annually discloses:

● its global climate-related and decarbonisation-related policy positions and lobbying activities, 
including its own direct lobbying and industry association memberships:

○ reviewing these for alignment with its company goal of carbon neutrality by 2050

○ explaining the actions the company will take if its activities are determined to be 
misaligned.
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By enhancing its climate lobbying disclosures, NSC will: 

● increase transparency, allowing shareholders to properly assess if NSC’s lobbying supports its decarbonisation goals

● align with the expectations of global investors, who believe the transparent disclosures of these activities is required 
by good governance, essential for long-term value creation, and ensures companies align with global climate goals.

Improving NSC’s climate lobbying disclosures is important because:

● effective policies and subsidies are crucial for unlocking the decarbonisation of Japan’s steel sector. This includes 
ensuring the availability of green iron and scrap steel, green H2 and renewable energy capacity for the sector and grid

● consistency across all geographies is important to ensure there isn’t a two-tiered decarbonisation system that is 
slower outside of Japan, especially given the increasing materiality of NSC’s overseas operations.

Enhancing lobbying disclosures and governance is good for long term value



NSC’s lobbying reporting lacks transparency and falls short of investor expectations

● NSC’s reporting is not systematic or deep, lacks transparency, and its disclosures do not assess alignment with 
decarbonisation goals or give investors significant insight into its activities (e.g. 2022 & 2023 Sustainability Reports)

● NSC’s lobbying and disclosures fall well short of Global Standard on Responsible Climate Lobbying expectations and 
do not meet any Climate Policy Engagement elements of the CA100+ Disclosure Framework (see below).

NSC does not meet any Climate Policy Engagement elements 
from the CA100+ Disclosure Framework 



NSC’s lobbying is misaligned with Paris and lags in the CA100+

Over 84% of CA100+ companies lobby 
more positively than Nippon Steel

NSC

● NSC’s lobbying is the second-worst of the CA100+ steelmakers featured  – only Taiwan’s China Steel performs worse.

NSC’s lobbying has been misaligned with Paris since assessments started and is worse than 84% of CA100+
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NSC’s reporting on direct lobbying lacks detail on material engagements

NSC lobbying reporting ACCR observations

…we express our commitment and determination of the steel industry for 
achieving carbon neutrality. 

We have also recommended to promptly create Japan’s policy package 
that combines climate change measures and measures to maintain and 
enhance international competitiveness of industries, led by the 
government.

● Commitment does not stipulate Paris alignment, timelines 
or pathways

● Policy recommendations are generic

…we have been arguing for the need for a policy to change the energy 
supply structure including active promotion of nuclear power utilization…

…for promotion of policies to achieve carbon neutrality…

● No mention of policy to boost renewables in energy mix

● Carbon neutrality policies are too broad (more investment 
in decarbonisation, CCUS roadmap, and assistance on 
cost increases)

We contribute to policy formulation, as exemplified by the recently passed 
GX Promotion Act and GX Decarbonization Electricity Act, which reflected 
these recommendations.

● No detail on specific contributions attributable to NSC in 
major policy initiatives 

● Alignment not addressed. InfluenceMap finds GX is not 
Paris-aligned and UNPRI notes GX lacks crucial detail.

● Current reporting is insufficient for investors to understand the progress and Paris alignment of NSC’s direct lobbying.
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https://influencemap.org/briefing/Japan-GX-Policy
https://www.unpri.org/download?ac=19675


NSC’s direct lobbying skews negative

● InfluenceMap research indicates NSC has a mixed but overall negative record of advocacy on climate policy 
(1,2). Its organisation score of 39% on CA100+ alignment assessment (conducted by InfluenceMap) is 
firmly misaligned with Paris

● Enhancing disclosures may shift balance as assessments are based on publicly available information. 

Negative direct lobbying Positive direct lobbying

Unqualified support for coking coal, gas power and hydrogen 
● often lacks details on phase-out timelines and abatement 

levels.

Historically opposed emissions pricing:
● conditional support from 2023 but limited detail on design or 

timing.

Some push-back against support measures for renewables:
● sought to weaken feed-in tariffs and asked for industry 

exemptions from renewables levies. 

Some support for green steel policy
● e.g. to increase EAFs, scrap steel use and 

renewables (but prioritising nuclear). 

Some support for green steel standards
● focused on circular economy rather than 

greener underlying technology
● less ambitious than international best 

practice. 

Some support for renewables
● recent messaging on Basic Energy Plan
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https://influencemap.org/briefing/Asian-Steel-Sector-Climate-Policy-Engagement-21569
https://lobbymap.org/company/Nippon-Steel
https://www.accr.org.au/news/investors-applaud-nippon-steel-as-world%E2%80%99s-fourth-largest-steel-company-takes-strides-towards-green-steel/
https://www.nikkei.com/prime/gx/article/DGXZQOUC15BKF0V10C24A5000000


NSC is not transparent about its industry associations, despite material impact

● NSC’s disclosures on associations are very limited, with only selective mentions of some roles 
at lobbying groups, a low level of detail and no assessment of alignment.

* = association where NSC has leadership role
^ = association NSC disclosed in reporting^

^

Unusually, NSC’s direct lobbying is less aligned than its associations 
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NSC runs influential, negative associations and does not drive them to improve

Japan Iron and Steel Federation (JISF)

● NSC executive is Vice Chair and company 
has (may still hold) leading roles on the 
Global Warming Measures Committee

● Extensive lobbying against carbon pricing 
(domestic, EU CBAM, Australian GHG 
emissions standards and a border 
adjustment mechanism)

● Heavily favours the “mass balance approach” 
and coal + CCS-heavy COURSE50 tech over 
electric arc furnaces (EAFs)

● NSC participates in JISF technology transfer 
programs that engage governments across 
Asia. These prioritise circular economy 
technology over more fundamental shifts 
from blast furnaces to greener EAFs.

JISF favours long-term COURSE50 usage with heavy CCS use
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NSC runs influential, negative associations and does not drive them to improve

JCOAL 

● NSC executive is on the Board

● JCOAL has dedicated programs for promoting ‘clean coal’ technology in APAC and globally

● Extension of coal-fired thermal power overseas exacerbates a key bottleneck to NSC’s green 
steel transition.

Japan Business Federation (‘Keidanren’)

● NSC executives hold leadership roles and represent the association in important engagements 
with government

● Endorses ammonia/hydrogen co-firing in coal plants, often without clarity on alignment with 
Paris pathways

● InfluenceMap found influential, negative engagement with GX on carbon pricing, iron & steel and 
the energy mix.
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https://www.jcoal.or.jp/eng/work/03.html
https://www.jcoal.or.jp/eng/work/04.html
https://influencemap.org/briefing/Japan-GX-Policy


The overseas activities of NSC’s industry associations matter because overseas 
production is increasingly material to its business

NSC has a significant and growing presence 
overseas

● more than 40% of FY22 revenue (ending Mar 
‘23) came from outside of Japan

● expects its overseas steel production to 
dominate moving forward (see right).

NSC does not presently report on the overseas 
activities of its industry associations

● As discussed, some of NSC’s associations do 
actively lobby overseas

● Other companies report on policy engagement 
activities that involve overseas operations and 
joint-ventures.

NSC plans to grow overseas steel production significantly
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● More than 300% capacity growth expected 
overseas as domestic production falls

● Overseas steel production contribution to 
consolidated profit has grown from 2% to 14% 
(FY14-23)



An opportunity for NSC to improve and demonstrate its advocacy
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We highlighted to NSC the opportunities enhanced reporting and governance present for:

● progressing strategic objectives and active risk management

● positive advocacy and demonstrating climate alignment to investors.

NSC recognises the value of enhanced lobbying disclosures but needs to make this a priority

● We built a roadmap for enhancing disclosures, including timelines and examples of good, feasible practice. 
Management was not opposed to the enhancements in principle but was unable to commit in time

○ Filing this shareholder proposal will help the board prioritise lobbying disclosures

○ NSC would retain its ability to set and change policy and implementation in a timely manner.

3. Implement in reporting and actions

Before 2025 AGM and annually thereafter: 
Publish assessment of material direct and 
indirect lobbying, and detail actions to 
improve alignment.

        1. Make public commitments

Before 2024 AGM: commit to publicly assessing 
and aligning decarbonisation advocacy goals, 
allocating governance responsibility to the board 
& senior management. 

2. Build policy positions and governance 
processes

Across 2024: build clear policy positions, 
assessment processes, criteria and escalation 
procedures for addressing misalignments.



Shareholder proposals



Shareholder Resolution 1 at Nippon Steel Corporation (NSC)
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Proposal 1 - Enhanced climate targets and disclosures 

● The Company shall set and disclose short- and medium-term GHG emissions reductions targets aligned to the 

goals of the Paris Agreement for scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions for the consolidated accounting group, associates, 

joint ventures, and unconsolidated subsidiaries not included in the consolidated accounting group. 

● The Company shall prepare and disclose transition plans that include, planned capital allocation for 

decarbonisation investment over the forward 3 years, along with the estimated emissions reduction impact of 

each investment, to achieve the short and medium-term GHG emissions reductions targets. 

● The Company shall report, in its annual reporting, on its progress against such targets and transition plans.



Shareholder Resolution 2 at Nippon Steel Corporation (NSC)
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Proposal 2 - Remuneration linkage and alignment to climate change 

● The Company shall set and disclose, in its annual reporting, details of how the Company’s compensation system 

incentivises and rewards progress for achieving the company’s GHG emissions reduction targets.

Reason for the proposal 

Long-term institutional investors in the Company consider a direct linkage between remuneration and achievement of 

the Company’s GHG emissions reduction targets, to be in the Company’s interests, as an important mechanism to 

incentivise executive performance towards achievement of the Company’s strategy and goals and protect corporate 

value.



Shareholder Resolution 3 at Nippon Steel Corporation (NSC)
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Proposal 3 - Enhanced climate lobbying disclosures

● The Company shall disclose annually, climate-related and decarbonisation-related policy positions and lobbying activities globally, 
including its own direct lobbying and industry association memberships, and review these for alignment with the Company’s goal of 
carbon neutrality by 2050 and explain the actions it will take if these activities are determined to be misaligned.

Reason for the proposal

To manage strategy and risks to protect company value, it is in the Company’s best interests for its climate-and decarbonisation-related policy 
positions and direct and indirect lobbying activities to be aligned with the Company’s goal of carbon neutrality by 2050 and the achievement of 
its GHG emissions reduction targets.

Shareholders believe that disclosure of climate-related and decarbonisation-related policy positions and lobbying activities globally and their 
alignment to the Company’s goals are required by good governance and essential to long-term value creation.  

The current level of the Company’s disclosures in these regards means shareholders cannot properly assess if the Company’s lobbying 
activities are sufficiently coordinated and optimised to ensure the global policy environment supports its decarbonisation goals and are in line 
with the goals of the Paris Agreement.



Appendix



Source: ACCR, adapted from Forging Pathways report, 2024  

Category Description Technology Examples

Green potential Steel production methods that have the potential 
to eliminate the use of fossil fuels entirely

● Renewable-powered EAF
● Green hydrogen-based DRI
● Electrolysis

Low carbon potential Processes that significantly reduce emissions 
but may still utilise fossil fuels or emit carbon to 
some extent

● Gas-based DRI
● Hydrogen injection in BFs
● Biomass use

Limited potential Technology solutions that offer minimal 
decarbonisation capabilities on their own

● Mass balance
● Blast furnace optimisation
● CCS/CCUS
● Offsetting

Not all steel decarbonisation pathways are equally effective. There are clear 
distinctions in the decarbonisation potential of each technology route. 



NSC’s three-pillar Carbon Neutral Vision 2050 plan faces significant challenges, with 
questionable effectiveness and limited transparency hindering full assessment 

Reduction with 
hydrogen in BFs
Limited/Low carbon potential

COURSE50/ Super COURSE50: 
Flagship project incorporating 
significant reliance on CCS and 
substitution of coal in blast 
furnace with hydrogen.

Implementation of COURSE50 
expected by 2030 and Super 
COURSE50 by 2040.

High-grade steel production in large 
size EAFs
Green potential

NSC plans to transition some of its BFs to large-scale 
EAFs by 2030. However, there are concerns about the 
feasibility and effectiveness of achieving substantial 
emissions reductions, particularly due to the lack of 
disclosures on renewable energy use, green steel 
production capacity, access to high-grade iron and 
scrap steel, and progress to date, as studies on this 
shift only commenced in 2023, with 2030 only six years 
away.

Hydrogen direct reduction of iron
Green potential

NSC aims to use H2-DRI, replacing carbon with 
hydrogen to reduce iron ore. However, significant 
barriers include access to high-grade iron ore, green 
hydrogen, and renewable electricity. Other steelmakers 
consider importing green iron to avoid the high costs 
and technical challenges of green hydrogen. Japan's 
limited renewable energy capacity complicates this 
further. Disclosures on this pathway are sparse, leaving 
unclear plans. While NSC recently announced exploring 
electric smelter technology for low-grade iron ores, 
details and timelines are still lacking.

C

A B 

3 pillars

Acronyms: blast furnace (BF), carbon capture and storage (CCS) carbon capture utilisation 
and storage (CCUS), electric arc furnace (EAF), hydrogen direct reduction iron (H2-DRI)



NSC’s carbon neutral roadmap: significant technology uptake not expected until 
after 2030, exact plans and timelines ambiguous

Progress on NSC’s Carbon Neutral Vision 2050

● COURSE50: has been in development for over 
15 years (since 2008) but has not yet made it 
past the pilot phase. Industrial tests are 
planned for FY2026.

● Super COURSE50: pilot testing is currently 
underway, though implementation is not 
expected for another 15 years (around 2040).

● High-grade steel in large-scale EAF: the 
company aims to start small-scale trials in 
FY2024. Two EAFs (size not disclosed) are 
planned for startup in 2030.

● Hydrogen-based DRI: the company aims to 
start small-scale trials in FY2025.

Source: NSC disclosures



NSC invests heavily on limited decarbonisation potential technologies, with 
significant reliance on CCUS for emissions cuts 

Source: NSC News Release, 6 Feb 2024 

● While ACCR’s research found that NSC have the most 
decarbonisation projects, it is investing substantially 
in projects with limited decarbonisation potential. 

● Specifically, Course50/ Super Course50 technology. 

● NSC have verified a 33% reduction in emissions using 
Super-COURSE50, and aim to get this to 50%. This 
means that NSC will be reliant on CCUS technologies 
for up to 50-67% of blast furnace emissions 
reductions. 

Japanese steel decarbonisation projects by green 
potential

Source: ACCR Forging Pathways report 2024 
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https://www.nipponsteel.com/en/news/20240206_100.html
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Useful resources
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ACCR’s latest report on the green 
steel transformation

ACCR’s steel decarbonisation announcements tracker

ACCR’s investor handbook: 
engaging with the steel industry

https://www.accr.org.au/research/forging-pathways-insights-for-the-green-steel-transformation/
https://www.accr.org.au/research/forging-pathways-insights-for-the-green-steel-transformation/
https://www.accr.org.au/companies/steel_sector/
https://www.accr.org.au/research/investor-handbook-engaging-with-the-steel-sector/
https://www.accr.org.au/research/investor-handbook-engaging-with-the-steel-sector/


Useful resources
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● Transition Asia:

○ Financed emissions in steelmaking and NSC case study

○ Sustainability Report Updates

● CA100+: assessment of NSC

● InfluenceMap: assessment of NSC

● IEEFA: CCUS will not play a major role in steel decarbonisation

● Client Earth:

○ The legal pathway for Japanese shareholder proposals on climate change

○ Japanese company directors must consider climate risk or face potential liability

● SteelWatch: research on NSC (upcoming)

https://transitionasia.org/japanese-financial-institutions-intensify-scrutiny-on-steel/
https://transitionasia.org/2023-sustainability-report-updates/
https://www.climateaction100.org/company/nippon-steel-corporation/
https://lobbymap.org/company/Nippon-Steel
https://ieefa.org/articles/ccus-will-not-play-major-role-steel-decarbonisation
https://www.clientearth.org/latest/news/the-legal-pathway-for-japanese-shareholder-proposals-on-climate-change/
https://www.clientearth.org/latest/news/japanese-company-directors-must-consider-climate-risk-or-face-potential-liability/
https://steelwatch.org/
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Links to Other Websites 
This document may contain links to other websites not owned or controlled by the ACCR and ACCR assumes no responsibility for the content or general 
practices of any of these third party sites and/or services whose terms and conditions and privacy policy should be read should you access a site as a result 
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DISCLAIMER



Nature of information 
None of ACCR, its officers, agents, representatives or and employees holds an Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL), and none of them purports to give 
advice or operate in any way in contravention of the relevant financial services laws. ACCR, its officers, agents, representatives and employees exclude liability 
whatsoever in negligence or otherwise, for any loss or damage relating to this briefing or its publications to the full extent permitted by law. 

This briefing has been prepared as information or education only without consideration of any user's specific investment objectives, personal financial situation or 
needs. It is not professional advice or recommendations (including financial, legal, tax, investment or other professional advice); it is not an advertisement nor is it 
a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy. Because of this, no reader should rely upon the 
information and/or recommendations contained in this briefing . Users should, before acting on any information contained herein, consider the appropriateness of 
the information, having regard to their objectives, financial situation and needs. It is your responsibility to obtain appropriate advice suitable to your particular 
circumstances from a qualified professional before acting or omitting to act based on any information obtained on or through the briefing. By receiving this 
briefing, the recipient acknowledges and agrees with the intended purpose described above and further disclaims any expectation or belief that the information 
constitutes investment advice to the recipient or otherwise purports to meet the investment objectives of the recipient. 

Nothing in this briefing is intended to be, nor should it be construed as, a “solicitation of proxies” under the FIEA.  ACCR is not soliciting any action based upon 
this briefing and will not be responsible for any decision by any shareholder or other person based on, or by reference to, any information given or opinions 
expressed in this briefing.

In this briefing, ACCR  is not soliciting or requesting the joint exercise of voting rights or any other shareholders rights, and does not have the intention to be 
treated as any of “joint holder” (kyoudou hoyuu-sha) or “Specially Related Persons” (tokubetsu kankei-sha) under the FIEA, or “closely related parties” (missetsu 
kankei sha) under the FOREX. 

Any prices stated in this briefing  are for information purposes only and do not represent valuations for individual securities or other financial instruments. ACCR 
does not represent that any transaction can or could have been affected at those prices, and any prices do not necessarily reflect ACCR’s internal books and 
records or theoretical model-based valuations and may be based on certain assumptions. Different assumptions by ACCR or any other source may yield 
substantially different results. 

DISCLAIMER
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About Us
ACCR is a multidisciplinary organisation with 
expertise in shareholder strategy, equities analysis, 
climate science and legal risk. Our focus is enabling 
investors to escalate their engagements with major, 
heavy-emitting listed companies in their portfolios, 
as a tool for managing physical climate risk. 
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